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Warren E. Smith
516 Dallington Terrace, Christchurch, New Zealand.
Scoping the project
Scoping the project

An archive for design history research
An archive for design history research

Imperatives

- industry partnership
- New Zealand focus
- research focus
Industry partnerships

Industry:

design practitioners
industry and related organizations
- DINZ
- DesignCo
- Better by Design
- Design Assembly, etc
Industry partnerships

Industry:

key themes for running exhibitions
Industry partnerships

Industry:

 ключевые темы для проведения выставок
Новая зеландия дизайн неделя
фокус на самых влиятельных дизайнеров
фокус на конкретные дисциплины дизайна, и т.д.
Industry partnerships

Industry:

- key themes for running exhibitions
- helps determine best funding sources
Industry partnerships

Industry:

- key themes for running exhibitions
- helps determine best funding sources
  - CNZ
  - Creative Communities
  - Oral History Association
- Philanthropic partnerships
  - Individuals
  - Related companies, etc.
Industry partnerships

Industry:

- Key themes for running exhibitions
- Helps determine best funding sources
- Exhibition venues and formats
Industry partnerships

Industry:

- key themes for running exhibitions
- helps determine best funding sources
- exhibition venues and formats
  - Te Papa
  - Auckland Art Gallery
  - Object Space and other galleries
  - Symbiotic relationships, etc.
New Zealand’s
Maritime Playground
New Zealand focus

Not an AUT Project
New Zealand focus

Not an AUT Project

Industry, Universities, Community
New Zealand focus

Not an AUT Project

Industry, Universities, Community

Requirements:
- collaboration
- participation
- growth (a living archive)
Research focus

A resource for all universities, colleges, schools, design writers and historians

Possibilities:
- an online resource (oral histories, images, film, animation)
- running exhibitions
- a design research base
- a design museum
What do we need now?
Design History Research Archive

What do we need now?

ideas
information
commitment
spirit
Design History Research Archive

Thank you
Design History Research Archive
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